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The Municipal Dilemma 

• Power is diffused, vertically and horizontally
• Money is constrained

– Local tax base is regressive

– Transfers have strings attached

• Social services have been delegated or 
curtailed (e.g. federal-provincial withdrawal 
from affordable housing)

• Policy development capacity for social services 
is constrained
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Three Dimensions

• Cities and communities of all sizes have much 
in common

• They also face different challenges, based on 
size and location

– A few “big” cities

– Many mid-size cities

– Hundreds of small communities – many quite remote

• There is no one-size fits all
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New Social Risks

• Canada has enjoyed six years of prosperity.  
Many people have experienced exceptional 
gains in income and family status

• At the same time, the society is transforming 
in ways that create new social risks:
1. Changing families
2. Changing workplaces
3. Changing communities
4. Ageing society

• I will deal with each of them in turn
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Families More Fragile

• More people live alone 
• Families are smaller, more fragile and elderly 

relatives tend to live separately
• Most two parent families have two earners
• Lone parents are expected to work
• Families with children struggle to find 

affordable, quality child care
• One earner families are either poor or well off
• Care giving for elders can lead to job loss for 

the caregiver
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Too Much or Too Little –
Work is Insecure

• 2 million adult Canadians work for <$10 an 
hour ($20,000 per year) -- the working poor
– Many lack supplementary benefits

– Much work is casual, shift work – unpredictable

– No access to training at work or through own sources

– We call this the poverty trap

• Higher income workers – especially 
professionals work and commute long hours
– They cobble together care giving, time with children
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Changing Communities

• Growing ethnic diversity places new demands 
on service delivery

• Spatial concentration of poor people in 
impoverished neighbourhoods
– Combined with lack of public services, recreation etc

– Double jeopardy for children and elderly

– Growing distance between different socio-economic 
groups leads to apathy
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Ageing Society

• In 20 years, we will experience skills 
shortages in many occupations, once boomers 
have retired and become full-time consumers
– Important to be able to employ all the people of 

working age who wish to work

• Who will be the care givers.  Families have 
less care-giving capacity and the market pays 
caregivers minimal wages

• Our social safety net has protected elderly well 
through last 20 years, but not children
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Implications for Municipalities

• Each community experiences these social 
risks, but the mix will vary greatly from one 
place to another

• Economic conditions also vary – from 
uncontrolled growth to economic decline

• A community with a good supply of affordable 
housing and social services can do much to 
strengthen families and reduce the stress of 
low wages

• But how many are in that category?
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The Problem 

• Some risks – especially care giving cut across 
all income groups

• By age 6, 1 in 4  Canadian children are 
showing signs of cognitive or behavioural 
problems

• These are “vulnerable children” 
– Many are living in poor families

– Most live in families with modest to high income. 

• Once they are in difficulty at age 6, their 
problems begin to accumulate
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One in Four
Prevalence of Vulnerable Children by Family Income
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Canada’s Record
• Canada focuses on poor children
• Europe and some U.S. States focus on all 

children
– Centred around education and care

– With effective diagnostics and early interventions

• Key interventions include
– Child care, home visits, parent resource centres, 

counselling, accessible recreation, affordable housing

– Family enabling communities

• Canada and Ontario fail on both dimensions
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What Others Are Doing

Public expenditure for pre-school education 
(age 3-6 years), 1998
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What To Aim For

• Government services are an essential piece, 
but other players can make a big difference

• In a family-enabling community, schools and 
community centres become the focal point for 
family-enabling services, providing

– Child care, safe recreational space, library, reading 

circles, public health training, family resource centres 

and referral services, drop in centres

– Learning and play are integrated
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Neighbourhoods Matter

• But access to family-enabling services varies 
dramatically across our cities (Hertzman)

• Shortfalls are greatest in poorer districts 

– For child care, parent resources, libraries, safe and 

stimulating places to play, etc.

• People live in these under-served areas 
because housing is more affordable

• This becomes a vicious circle, and puts even 
more children at risk
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What Employers Can Do

• Create family-friendly workplaces
– Flexible hours, predictable schedules

– Paid family leave -- 5 to 10 days per year  

– Salary top-up during parental leave

– Access to referral centres for caregivers

• Create youth internships and apprenticeships
• Be a community booster:

– Encourage staff to volunteer 

– Join neighbourhood associations to learn what is 
needed, then respond with in-kind help
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What Communities Can Do
• The YWCA, Success by Six, Big Brothers/ 

Sisters, etc do a remarkable job with limited 
resources.  
– Well-placed to mobilized resources from all parts of 

society – government, business, community, family

– But non-profits are very stretched in Ontario -- their 
capacity depends on adequate funding

– Because resources are scarce, they too focus 
primarily on the poorest and most troubled children 

– They could, with more support from the community 
and governments, do much more
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Municipal Action Plan
• Municipalities have two important tools for 

social investment
– Bottom up engagement on budget priorities to give 

people a stake in their community

– Consistent and ongoing measurement of key social, 
economic, and well-being indicators (building on FCM 
Quality of Life Indicators)

• Edmonton provides an excellent example in its 
community services planning, based on
– Values, desired community outcomes, performance 

measures for related community services
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First, Define The Need
• Case studies show that cities (big and small) 

can begin to turn things around when:
• They define the project at the top of the 

priority list.  This should be based on:
– A bottom-up consultation with neighbourhoods

– A broad regional overview of the issues

– An integrated analysis of economic, environmental 
and social issues

• Then, build the coalition of people who can 
make a difference
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How Communities Mobilize
Key Ingredients:
1. A local champion
2. A coalition of all the affected parties
3. Bottom up input from citizens to define needs
4. Active support from senior governments 

(federal and provincial) with technical advice, 
money, land, regulatory support etc 

5. A commitment to measure results at regular 
intervals:
• to hold all parties accountable and 
• make progress transparent to citizens
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Concluding Comments - 1

• All families and individuals are exposed to the 
new social risks – rich and poor

• Often, the municipality can do little to alter 
the big economic trends of industrial change

• Often, economic prosperity does little for the 
most vulnerable populations

• Yet, the community resources available to 
people at risk make a strategic difference in 
their ability to cope – to bounce back from 
adversity
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Concluding Comments - 2

• Your ability to identify critical needs and 
mobilize resources can make the difference
– Affordable housing

– Local transit

– Child and elder care

– Training and mentoring for people stuck in low-wage 
work or unemployed

• Using your budgeting process and displaying 
the evidence around social deficits can help 
you achieve your goals



Good Luck!
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For additional information:
http://www.cprn.org

e-mail:  info@cprn.org

Join our weekly news service:
e-network

(see web site for details – 29824)


